
RADIO ONE BLUETOOTH BLACK
AM/FM bluetooth radio

REF : TI-M1BTBBS

EAN : 0850003501819

EXISTS IN : BLACK, BROWN, BLACK, SILVER, RED, WHITE

DESCRIPTION :

Easy listening

Take the award-winning original analog radio from Tivoli Audio, add the latest wireless Bluetooth technology, and what do

you get? You get the Model One BT, a radio that is classic yet timeless. With its tested and approved analog tuner, the Model

One BT boldly delivers AM and FM radio stations, even in low reception areas, enveloping you in its rich sound like a

wonderful comforting sound blanket. The addition of Bluetooth connectivity means you can easily pair a Bluetooth-enabled

audio device, such as a smartphone or tablet, and enjoy your music through the full-range amplifiers of the Model One BT

speakers.

Internet radio in your pocket thanks to Bluetooth

The Model One BT uses high-performance Bluetooth technology, and a simple interface allows you to wirelessly connect

your audio devices, such as your smartphone or tablet, it's child's play. Equally important is the desire for a reliable and

robust connection. Prepare for excellent sound quality via Bluetooth, and for those who enjoy exclusive Internet radio

stations, here's an additional bonus: simply download your favorites from platforms like France Inter or an app like TuneIn,

or of course the Tivoli radio app, to your audio device, to access various digital radio stations. Get all your favorites from

Radio France or any other non-AM/FM station without having to pay for digital radio access. Sensitivity is key. The large

tuning screen is just one of the many adorable aspects of the Model One BT's style. Oversized control features allow ultra-

sensitive adjustment of AM/FM radio, helping this creation from Tivoli get a strong signal and enhance its sound

performance. Whatever music genre you prefer, from Slam to Rock to Pop, the Model One BT tuner delivers wonderfully

authentic sound, filling even the largest rooms with its acoustic richness. In addition to its radio and Bluetooth functions,

users can also connect their CD players or any other non-Bluetooth audio device. And for a private listening session, grab

your headphones, an ideal solution when you want to shut out the noises of the outside world.

Wooden wonders

Crafted from luxurious real wood veneer, the beautiful casing of the Model One BT is available in five prestigious finishes:

Black Ash/ Silver, Black Ash/ Black, Cherry/ Silver, Walnut/ Silver, and White/ Silver. Just as pleasing to the eye as to the

touch, and of course to the ear, the Model One BT effortlessly enhances any decor. Perfect for home or office, where the

combination of its timeless style and future-proof technology equips it for years to come.



STRENGTHS :

Wirelessly Import Your Music from Your Smartphone, thanks to Easy-to-Use Bluetooth Technology.

Integrated Powerful Tuner, Analog Reception of AM/FM Radio Signals.

Exceptional High-Fidelity Sound that Fills Your Space, Utilizing Tivoli Audio's Award-Winning Acoustic System.

Easy to Use, No Complicated Settings.

Large 5:1 Tuning Dial Allows Precise Tuner Arrangement.

Beautiful Real Wood Veneer Enclosure.

Available in Five Finishes: Black Ash/Black, Black Ash/Silver, Cherry/Silver, Walnut/Beige, and White/Silver.

Auxiliary Input and Headphone Output.

Up to Nine Meters Wireless Bluetooth Range.

High-End Speakers for Powerful Sound.

CHARACTERISTICS :

Dimensions: 11.43 cm L x 21.27 cm H x 13.34 cm D

Weight: 1.86 kg


